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THE SECOND VARIATION FORMULA

FOR HARMONIC MAPPINGS

R. T. SMITH 1

ABSTRACT.    The formula of the title is computed, and is used to

calculate the index and nullity in several cases.

Introduction.   The variational characterization of a harmonic mapping

of Riemannian manifolds f: N —>M   states that / is harmonic iff the Dirich-

let energy  E(f) of the map is stable to first order with respect to variations

of / [ES]. Here    E(f) = lA.fN\df\    * 1, where N is taken to be closed and ori-

ented.   The object of this paper is to give a formula for the second variation

of the energy and use it to calculate the index and nullity of some harmonic

maps.   For the (nontrivial!) case of the identity map, there are close rela-

tions with certain infinitesimal transformation groups.  As a by-product we

are led to a unified interpretation (in §2) of a differential operator which has

turned up in varied geometrical contexts before (e.g. [BY], [Ll], [Ni], [YN]).

Examples are also given to show that the Morse theory of a harmonic map

can be quite pathological.   Finally, we note that the second variation formu-

la for minimal submanifolds (i.e., the volume functional) can be found in [HE].

The results of this paper appear in the author's thesis [SMI], and I

would like to thank David Elworthy and James Eells for their helpful sug-

gestions.  Since this article was accepted for publication, the second varia-

tion formula has appeared elsewhere (E. Mazet, La formule de la variation

seconde de l'énergie au voisinage d'une application harmonique, J. Differ-

ential Geometry 8 (1973), 279—296), in which some different applications

are developed.

1. The second variation formula.  Let f:N —> M be a smooth map, and

/       a smooth 2-parameter variation of / with df/ds = v and df /dt = w  at

s= t = 0.
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Proposition 1.1.  If f: N —> M is harmonic, the Hessian of the energy

functional at f is given by

(1.2) H(v, w) = J    (Vd, Vj») - (pf(v), w).

Remark.  V, is the induced connection on / * TM, and p,(v) =

Trace RM(df, v) df, where RM is the curvature tensor on M. Our reference for in-

duced connections, etc., is Eliasson [El], whose sign convention for R is

opposite to ours.  These calculations depend heavily on his work.

Proof of LI. Choose a variation    /       as above.  Then /       defines a map

F: R2 x N -> M, and

fy.P-2 X, <**->.-«*->>
where (—)  will denote arguments in  TN.   Then as all Riemannian manifolds

are assumed to carry their Levi-Civita connections, we have

d^E_

dsdt

Note that V2dF(d/ds, -, d/dt) ~V2dF(-, d/ds, d/dt) - (R¿d/ds, -)dF)d/dt

where R.   is the curvature for the bundle  L(T(R    x N), F * TM).   From [El]

Hâ-Hi-F.™Ê-)f--(%4^-)ô

Note also that ^dF(d/ds, d/dt)  is a field along F, so that at s = t = 0  we

have

/»(*(-. ¿-s).*)"
as /.       is harmonic.   Thus we conclude

fN(Vfw, yfv)-(RMiv,  df)w, df).
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In general, however, the form   (R(X, Y)Z, W)   is antisymmetric in (X, Y)

and in (Z, W). (See Milnor [M, p. 53].)' This proves the proposition.

An   immediate corollary is that if all sectional curvatures of M  ate non-

positive, then  H(v, v) > 0   for all variations   v;   this indicates that every such

harmonic map is a local minimum of the energy.   In fact, a much stronger

statement is true: if f:N —► M  is a harmonic map and M (complete) has non-

positive sectional curvature, then / is an absolute minimum of the energy in

its homotopy class.   The proof is simply that any smooth map /    in this class

is smoothly homotopic to a harmonic map  /     via the heat equation (using

Eells-Sampson [ES]   and Hartman [H, p. 6741).   As energy decreases along a

trajectory of the heat equation [ES, p.  135]   E(f(x¡) < E(fA).  Furthermore, Hart-

man has shown that /    must be homotopic to / through harmonic maps, and

consequently that E(f) = E(f  ) [H, p. 675].   Hence  E(f)  is an absolute mini-

mum.

An absolute minimum property is also satisfied by holomorphic mappings

of Kaehler manifolds. (Such maps are necessarily harmonic;  see [ES, p. 118].)

For this we need the following theorem of Lichnerowicz: it f: N —* M  isa

map of Kaehl er manifolds (N compact), we can write df = df(0 ,. + df. x .., the

decomposition into complex linear and conjugate linear parts.  Accordingly

there is a decomposition of the energy  E(f) = E (f) + E (/).   (Hence / is

holomorphic iff E"(f) = 0.) Let K(f) be the difference E '(f) - E"(f)

Proposition 1.3 [L2, p. 376].   // /    is an arbitrary smooth homotopy of

maps between Kaebler manifolds N and M, with N  closed, then K(f ) is con-

stant.

Corollary 1.4.  A holomorphic (or antiholomorphic)  map of Kaebler mani-

folds with closed domain gives an absolute minimum of the energy in its homo-

topy class.

By applying the divergence theorem, as in [E2, p. 64]   we see that the

Hessian can also be written as

(1.5) H(v, w) = fN (-Afv - Pfv, w) = jN (Jfv, w)

where A.v = TraceV v. Hence by symmetry and ellipticity

NulH/) = dimker /,, < °o,
(1.6) /

index (/) = #[ eigenvalues (/,) < 0} < °°.

In  analogy with the theory of geodesies, we call  v a Jacobi field if

v £ ker / ,. Note that if f   is a variation of / through harmonic maps, then
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v = df /ât\    .   is trivially a Jacobi field.

The converse is not necessarily true, even for closed geodesies; further,

it is probably not even true locally for a general harmonic map (see Example

3.4).  However, it is true that if a harmonic map / is restricted to a small disc

in its domain, then / gives a local minimum of the energy among mappings

with the same boundary values.   That is, general elliptic theory says that

the eigenvalues of /, on fields  v which vanish on the boundary will all be

positive (cf. [SMA, Lemma 7]).

Regarding the nullity of a harmonic map, let us define the killing null-

ity as

(1.7) Nullfe(/) = dim span(i(M)), df(i(N)).

Here elements of i(M) (infinitesimal isometries) and df(\(N))  ate considered

as variation fields along /.   They are clearly Jacobi fields, as they arise

from the composition of / with 1 parameter groups of isometries.  It will be

convenient to discount these trivial harmonic variations and define a reduced

nullity

(1.8) Null//) = Null (/) - Nullfe(/).

The qualitative problems of interest may now be stated:  (1) what is

index (/)?  (2)  If null  (/) ^ 0, do all Jacobi fields arise from a variation of

/ through harmonic maps?   Let us say that / is a generate harmonic map if

this is the case.  It should be noted that nondegeneracy, in the sense of

Palais-Smale [P], is a stronger condition which can never be satisfied on the

usual Sobolev manifolds if the domain has dimension > 2 (cf. [SMI, Appen-

dix]).

2.  Relations with transformation groups and the spectrum^  It was first

observed in [ES] that the identity on  S"  is not a local minimum of the energy

for 72 > 3.  Variations of the identity on a general closed oriented Riemannian

manifold M  ate simply vector fields, and the second variation operator be-

comes

(2.1) Jv = -Av - p(v).

Here Av = Trace V  v and p is the Ricci tensor, considered as a linear

map.   The Hodge Laplacian A„ (acting on vector fields via duality) satis-

fies the well-known formula (cf. [BY] or [YN, p.56]).

(2.2) AHv =-Av + piv).

Jacobi fields, or solutions of Jv = 0, are studied in [YN]   and there labelled
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"geodesic vector fields." (The terminology was suggested by the fact that

the equation of a totally geodesic vector field is V  v + R( — , v)— = 0.)  Yano

and Nagano conjectured that the flow of such a field would preserve geodesies

"on average.'''  More precisely, does the flow of a Jacobi field consist of

harmonic mappings?   This question in unanswered for closed manifolds;

furthermore, the next two examples indicate that (in contrast to the case of

totally geodesic fields and flows) this problem is not local.

Example 2.2.   Define a vector field on R", for tz > 2, by  v(x) -

(cos xx cosh x2, 0, • • • , 0).  Then  v is a Jacobi field, but one can check

that the flow of v does not consist of harmonic maps.

Example 2.3.   Suppose M is flat and closed.   Then a Jacobi field satis-

fies 0 = /„ (Av, v) = — J"w|Viv|     so that ^Jv = 0.  Hence  v is a parallel vec-

tor field and thus an infinitesimal isometry.

Another case in which integration can be used to show that the identity

is a generate critical point is

Example 2.4 ([LI], [YN,  p.  57]). Let M be a closed Kaehler manifold

and v a vector field with  Jv = 0.   Then  v is an infinitesimal analytic trans-

formation.

Relations between the operator /   and the Lie algebra of infinitesimally

conformai fields (c)   are given in [LI].   A formula useful in this regard can

be found in [BY, p. 57].

(2.5) fM(Jv,v)=fM\\Lvg\2-8iv)2.

Here L  g is the Lie derivative of the metric w.r.t.  v  and  S is the diver-Va

gence.   Thus

Proposition   2.6.   //  M   is  closed and oriented of dimension > 3,

index(idM) > dim(c/i).

Proof. A field in  c  satisfies  L g = (2/n)8(v)g, hence  \L g\    =

(4/n)b\v)  .  The conclusion is immediate from (2.5).

Corollary 2.7.  Any compact homogeneous space of dimension > 3  ca?2

be given a metric for which id„   is not a local minimum of the energy.

Proof.  If /   is a one-parameter group of isometries for the metric  g,

then there is a new metric under which the /   are only conformai (see [KN,

p. 310]X
Now suppose M  is Einstein, with  p = eg.   Then

(2.8) / = \ - 2d
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and we can relate the index and nullity of id.,   to the spectrum of M (the

eigenvalues of A„  on functions).  If A(r) = # ¡eigenvalues A: 0 < X < r\  and

77z(r)  is the multiplicity of r (with 772(0)  defined to be 0), we have

Proposition 2.11.   Let M  be a closed oriented Einstein manifold with

p = eg for some scalar c.  Then

(a) index(idM) = A(2c),

(b) nulUid^) = dim(i) + tt2(2c),

(C)    nullf(idM)  =   772(2C).

The proof is basically a standard argument using the Hodge decompo-

sition of a vector field as a sum of a gradient field and a divergence-free

field, and also Yano's formula (2.5).  For example, see [YN, Theorem 5.3]

for (b).

Example 2.12.  S"  with the Euclidean metric is an Einstein space with

p = (n — l)g.   The spectrum  is \\, = k(k + n — 1): k > 0!.  Thus 72  is the

only nonzero eigenvalue which is < 2(tj - 1).

The corresponding eigenfunctions are the restrictions of linear forms

on R"+    (harmonic polynomials of degree one), so the multiplicity is evident-

ly   72+1. Hence

index (id „)-Ä+1i    n> 3-

= 0, 72=1,2,

Null (id    ) = 0, 72 4 2,
r      sn

=  3, 72  =   2.

We remark that the gradient of a linear form on  S" is an element of c

and is perpendicular to  i.  Hence the connection between Proposition 2.6

and Proposition 2.11 is exact for spheres.  (It was actually the flow of one

of these fields which was observed to be energy decreasing in [ES].)   Fi-

nally, as conformai maps are harmonic in 2 dimensions, we conclude that

id       is a generate critical point for all 72.

With regard to certain other Einstein spaces, we can make use of a

table of spectra given by Nagano [Nl] to conclude

Proposition 2.13. index (id,,) = 0  for the classical compact irreducible

symmetric spaces, with the following exceptions:

(i) S", n > 3; (ii) Sp(p + q)/Sp(p) x Sp(q); (iii) SU(2772)/Sp(772), 772 > 1.

Note further that   c = i  for all such spaces except spheres [N2].

Hence the estimate in Proposition 2.6 cannot be replaced by equality.
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3. Pathologies.  Suppose both N  and M  ate closed, and n: N x M —> M

is the projection.  If /  is the Jacobi operator on  M, with eigenvectors Jv.=

X.v-, and if /.  are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian of N, ÄJ. = p ./., then

a short computation shows

Proposition 3.1.   The variations of n defined by  a..(n, m) - f.(n)v (m)

satisfy   1 (a ..) = (u . + X .)a ...

Corollary 3.2.

index (tt)>   £  722M(A.)AJV(|A.|),     null» >   £  ™m(a,)"2n(Ia,'I)-

A.<0 X.<0
7 7

Here mM(X.)  is the multiplicity of X. as an eigenvalue of the Jacobi opera-

tor on M, and À   (|À.|)   is the number of eigenvalues of A»,  which are less

than  \X.\, this time including 0.

Corollary 3.3.   Let M  be a closed Riemannian manifold for which

index (id.,) > 0, and let N be any closed Riemannian manifold of dimension > 1.

If n: N x M —> M  is the trivial bundle:

(a) by making a scalar change of metric on N, we can make the Morse

index of n arbitrarily large.

(b) if  further   the   multiplicities   in   the   spectrum   of   N    satisfy

lim       772(À ) = oo, we can similarly make the reduced nullity of n arbitrarily

large.

Proof.  Multiplying the metric of N  by  c multiplies the spectrum of N

by  l/c.  For suitable large  c we get (a) and (b).

Example 3.4.  Let M = S", tot n > 3, and let N = Sp. It v is a conformai

gradient field on  S"  and / is a harmonic polynomial of homogeneity  k on

Sp, then by a scalar change of metric on  Sp  we can assume that w(x, y) =

f(x)v(y) is a Jacobi field for n.  It seems quite unlikely that these fields

arise from a variation of 27 through harmonic maps.  Since the harmonic poly-

nomials satisfy the condition in (b)  of the above corollary, for p > 2, it ap-

pears that 77  can be given an arbitrarily large degeneracy as well as a mas-

sive index.  Hence the innocuous map  n is completely pathological from the

standpoint of Morse theory.
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